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Going into November, all eyes were on

the US election.  Fast forward two

weeks and all eyes are still on the

election, as the results are contested in

several states across the country and

states have not yet certified the results.  

If Biden is the next president, what are

the implications for the energy industry

under his administration? 

Elections & Energy:
energy policy under a Biden Administration
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Given his recent remarks about banning fracking and

shutting down the oil industry, it’s safe to say a Biden

administration is not going to be friendly to the oil industry. 

 What about natural gas? 

 It doesn’t look encouraging.  Contrary to Obama’s 2012

platform, which advocated for natural gas as a big part of its

energy policy, the Biden plan calls for the elimination of

fossil fuels.  One pillar of the plan even calls for investing in

“education and training of underrepresented groups,

including...unemployed energy workers.”  Given that this is

the only occupation listed in this part of the plan, it appears

a Biden administration will go after carbon based fuels.  For

the sake of those whose livelihoods depend directly or

indirectly on the energy industry, let’s hope not.

Elections & Energy .... cont...

Renewable energy and sustainability initiatives will

become even more important under a Biden

administration.  Does your company have a plan?  OEM

can help you develop and execute a strategy - contact

us for more information.

https://ourenergymanager.com/energy-procurement-risk-management/
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Unemployment has fallen to the lowest levels since March.

New unemployment claims fell for the 4th straight week and

are among the lowest since the start of the pandemic.  While

this is good news, the current unemployment rate stands at

6.9%, which is still about double the pre-pandemic lows.

And with reported positive coronavirus tests on the rise,

there is renewed talk of lockdowns across the world and

several states have already announced new measures.  If

implemented, we expect to see the economy contract

sharply, which would have a disproportionately negative

impact on small businesses as well as sectors like the travel

and hospitality industries.

Rig counts continue to inch upward.  For the week ending

November 13, the number of oil-directed rigs increased by 5

week-over-week to a total of 226, bringing total rigs to 300.

Economy

Crude Oil
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We are starting to see other oil-producing nations struggle

with the current level of oil prices brought on by the

worldwide COVID lockdowns and production battle between

Saudi Arabia and Russia.  The worldwide break-even price

for oil is ~$50/bbl.  It is even higher for Middle East nations,

where citizens benefit from oil subsidies.  WTI Crude is

currently trading at $40.89/bbl.

The November contract settled at $2.996/MMBtu, $0.895

cents higher than October.  Prompt month trading remained

in a tight range for the first part of November before prices

fell dramatically on warmer-than-normal forecasts for the

winter.  The balance of winter (Dec 20-Mar 21) dropped

sharply, and summer 2021 is trading below $3.00.  The

December contract is currently trading at $2.683.

Natural gas rig count gained two rigs last week for a total of

73.  Production plans are ramping up - Marathon has

announced they expect to add 4 rigs in the Permian by the

end of 2020 and Tellurian and National Fuel are among the

producers that have announced additional rigs in 2021.

 Crude Oil....cont.

Natural Gas
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Given the recent price drops, now is a good time to look

at your portfolio and layer in some hedges for 2021. 

 Need assistance determining the right strategy?

Contact us for more information.

Natural Gas...cont.

As we highlighted last month, LNG will play a bigger role in

determining worldwide natural gas prices.  Domestically, the

market continues to recover from the pandemic lows.  Weekly

LNG exports averaged over 10 BCF for the week ending

November 11th, above pre-Pandemic levels and 1 BCF/d

higher than 2019.

  

Altered consumer behavior brought on by the COVID-19

pandemic may speed up a decline in worldwide natural gas

demand.  While energy efficiency is seen as the primary driver,

some experts believe that the lasting impacts of remote work,

decreased travel and other factors may help the world transition

from natural gas to more sustainable fuel sources. The EIA now

predicts that worldwide natural gas demand will start declining

by 2035, earlier than its pre-pandemic estimates.
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Natural Gas... cont.
Whether the altered behaviors become permanent depends on a

number of factors, including geopolitical activities and the

ability to transition away from natural gas without interruption.

Of course, many experts believe that we need to have a more

balanced energy program where traditional energy and more

sustainable options can all play in the same sandbox. This

approach would limit the disasters we’ve seen in California and

Texas where public utility commissions have made grave errors

on planning resources

In California, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors

unanimously approved a measure to ban the use of natural gas

in all new buildings.  The city joins over 30 other California

cities that have already implemented similar measures.  The

new ordinance will take effective June 2021.
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The analysts’ predictions for natural gas storage levels ending

above 4 BCF at the start of the winter heating season fell

short.  Storage started the season at 3,919 BCF.  Storage for

the week ending November 6th is at 3,927 BCF, which is 196

BCF higher than last year, and 176 BCF above the five-year

average.  Even though we are barely into the heating season,

preliminary projections call for storage levels of 1.4 TCF at the

end of March.

Natural Gas Storage
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Sustainable energy remains in the spotlight.  With so many

states mandating carbon and emissions targets and individual

companies voluntarily setting goals to be carbon-neutral,

renewable energy prices are rising.  In 2019, the US used a

record amount of renewable energy - 11% of the total power

generation came from renewable sources.  Both wind and

solar power prices set new record highs in 2020.  While it is

still a buyer’s market for renewable energy in many areas, this

could change as more states, utilities and companies work to

meet goals, and those with aggressive (i.e., by 2030) targets

should consider locking in a portion of their power needs.

Power prices continue to decline, driven by milder winter

forecasts and lower natural gas prices. The 2021 prices are off

by as much as 8% in some regions, while future years are also

slightly lower.  Texas is the exception, where 2021 prices are

2.8% higher than last week.

Power
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In California, San Diego’s franchise agreement with San Diego

Gas & Electric, the local utility, is set to expire on January 17,

2021, and the utility has declined to enter into a one-year

extension.  If an agreement is not reached, San Diego will have

to provide an alternative to the electric and gas utility, which

could impact how customers purchase natural gas and power. 

 We will continue to monitor the situation and provide updates.  

 

Texas is at the forefront of battery storage technology.  The state

is projected to have over 300 MW of storage connected to the

grid by the end of the year, with another 1+ GW scheduled for

2021.  This is welcome news, as over 90% of the planned power

generation comes from renewable (wind and solar) resources

and could help in mitigating the risk of outages.



Weather
We have now surpassed the record set in 2005 of the number

of tropical storms in one year.  The latest storm is Hurricane

Iota, which became the first Category 5 storm of the season

before weakening slightly and making landfall in Central

America. Hurricane season ends this month, and let’s hope

that hurricanes get the memo.

Thus far, winter has not materialized.  Above-normal

temperatures are forecast for most of the country for the next

two weeks.  This is consistent with the strong La Nina pattern

we are currently experiencing.  While some analysts have

written off winter, there is still a lot of time left for this trend

to reverse and prices to respond (i.e., move higher).
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Many companies are taking the initiative to implement sustainability
measures ahead of state and local mandates.  With a Biden presidency,
we anticipate stricter regulations.  We have helped customers with
tracking and reporting GHG and EnergyStar data, sourcing renewable
electricity and purchasing Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) and Carbon
Offsets.  We can assist you with developing and executing a sustainable
strategy tailored to your business needs.

About Us
At Our Energy Manager, we focus on helping our customers manage their

energy and make informed decisions. We partner with our clients to

become an extension of their organizations, providing our customers with

the benefits of an in-house energy department at a fraction of the cost.

OEM Spotlight: Sustainable Energy


